When Airbus on Thursday reports robust airplane sales and deliveries for last year, its biggest plane will make only a small appearance in the annual list of new orders, in a sign of continued headwinds facing the A380 superjumbo jetliner.

The Airbus unit of European Aeronautic Defence & Space Co. landed orders for more than 800 new planes last year after cancellations, according to company data through November and subsequent announcements. Although the A380 accounted for only nine of those sales, the tally tops Airbus forecasts earlier last year of about 650 net orders and would be one of the company's best sales years ever.

Company officials have also said they would deliver more than 580 planes, Airbus's highest annual production ever, far surpassing the 534 planes delivered in 2011, the previous record.

Airbus orders and deliveries are still likely to
The Airbus A380 superjumbo jet, shown above, is expected to have been only a modest help in a strong sales year for the European plane maker.

Airbus has touted the world's largest passenger plane despite production problems that pushed the project billions of dollars over budget and several years behind schedule. Through November, it had booked total orders for 262 superjumbos and delivered 92 of them.

Last year through November, it delivered 25 superjumbos, compared with 26 in all of 2011, and in December it delivered another five, according to AeroTransport Data Bank, a French company that tracks airplanes. The gap between annual deliveries and new orders is the largest since the A380 entered service in 2007. If that trend were to continue, Airbus would risk losing its cushion of orders for future years.

One factor weighing on superjumbo sales last year was the weak global economy. Another was cracks found inside A380 wings. Airbus has developed a fix for the problem, which it is installing on planes in production and in service.

Airbus Chief Commercial Officer John Leahy, the company's top plane salesman, blamed slow A380 sales on "a combination of the economy and the wing issues." He noted that widebody jetliner sales are more sensitive to economic conditions than single-aisle models because long-haul travel tends to be more volatile.

"It was a pretty light year for big aircraft," Mr. Leahy said. He noted that Boeing last year won only one net order for its biggest
plane, the 747-8. But that model is an updated version of its venerable jumbo jet, which first flew in 1969. Demand for the big planes "has not been as strong as we anticipated," said Boeing vice president for marketing Randy Tinseth. Boeing expects "a modest recovery in the segment as the economy strengthens," he said.

"But, at the end of the day, we continue to see a limited set of airlines and routes where really big airplanes make sense," Mr. Tinseth said. Boeing officials argue that the market for very large airliners isn't big enough to merit the cost of an entirely new model such as the A380.

Demand for intermediate models, such as the Boeing 777 and the Airbus A330, was much stronger last year. Both companies posted around 100 orders for midsize wide-body planes.

Adding to pressure on the A380, Australia’s Qantas Airways Ltd. in May delayed by up to four years delivery of two superjumbos previously slated for this year. An order for five A380s from India's troubled Kingfisher Airlines Ltd., appears shaky after the country's aviation regulator in October suspended its operating license. The president of Hong Kong Airlines Ltd. said in December that the subsidiary of HNA Group Co. wants to swap its order for 10 A380s into smaller Airbus models.

On the plus side, an order for six A380s that Virgin Atlantic Airways Ltd. had postponed now appears more viable, following the December purchase of a 49% stake in the British carrier by Delta Air Lines Inc. from Singapore Airlines Ltd. Delta plans to feed passengers from its U.S. network onto Virgin flights to London’s busy Heathrow Airport.

Officials in Turkey and Vietnam have also said their national airlines might buy A380s.

Airbus says that the superjumbo's efficiency makes it less expensive to operate on busy routes than smaller models, while its onboard comfort and modernity woo passengers away from older planes.

Analysts say that near-term prospects for the A380 are unclear but sales could rise over time as airport congestion increases. Big planes carry more passengers on limited runway capacity.

"The longer term is probably more positive than the immediate future" for the A380, said Peter Morris, chief economist at Ascend, an aviation consulting firm in London. Mr. Morris said the A380's efficiency hasn't been fully proven yet and passengers aren't abandoning competing models in sufficient numbers to force carriers to buy the pricey plane.

When the A380 might turn a profit for Airbus remains less clear, analysts say.
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